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At present, the adjustment of industrial structure and the supply side reform have
become an important issue in Chinese economic development.Overcapacity becomes a
crucial problem among them.Excessive credit supply under financial misallocation in t
he process of overcapacity has been realized.Making clear the influence of credit supp
ly is conducive to the control of the bank credit and has significant to prevent overca
pacity.
This paper mainly studies on the influence of credit supply with overcapacity, including
the role of credit supply before overcapacity arising and after.Based on regression analysis,
we get the relationship between the credit supply and the capacity utilization rate.So as to
find out how the credit supply plays the role in overcapacity process, and the effect in the
process of industrial development.
The paper on the relationship between credit supply and industrial capacity prove that
effect trend of credit supply in the process of industrial capacity development.Before the
industrial capacity development came to mature,credit supply played a role as support
functions.But when the industrial capacity developed to a certain extent,credit supply became
a reverse factor to industrial capacity.Because of the enterprise blind investment
enthusiasm,unreasonable resource distribution,fallacy of composition caused by incomplete
information and system problems,credit supply was continuously put into industrial capacity
development,which led to overcapacity in the vicious circle.What’s more, because the
industry exit barriers existed, the credit supply was hard to quit industrial capacity
development,and even became the block during addressing overcapacity.
The innovation of this paper are as follows.First,analysis the influence caused by
credit supply during the process of overcapacity arises. Through the regression model
shows a clear correlation between the capacity utilization rate and credit supply:With t
he increase of credit supply, capacity utilization rate first increased and then decreased.














ve credit supply.Second,In the process of industrial development, good industries use t
he credit supply to develop and expanse until the credit supply is excessive.So good i
ndustries gradually evolve into overcapacity.And even the credit supply becomes an in
dustry exit barrier. Besides the paper explains the reason why excess credit causes ov
ercapacity from the credit supply imbalance,asymmetric information,variety of credit en
vironment,imperfect financial system,the bank's internal indicators, and credit barriers.
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